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Wilhelm Sasnal: HAUSER & WIRTH 
by Hans Rudolf Reust 

This show really began two days before its opening date, with a screening at a local movie theater. 
Painter Wilhelm Sasnal directed and also largely served as cameraman for Swiniopas (Swineherd), 
2008, his first 35-mm film--eighty-five minutes long, black-and-white, in Polish with English subtitles. 
The work is surprising in several respects: The simple story, set on a dilapidated farm in postwar 
Poland, is presented in a straightforward manner but unleashes a drastic and relentless series of events, 
just like the Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale whose title it shares. Characters--from the grumpy old 
man with the floppy hat pulled down over his eyes, carefully guarding his secrets, to the bespectacled 
young man who likes to draw while watching over his pigs, to the blond daughter of the old man and 
the girl from across the brook she is in love with--do not so much propel an overarching plot as figure 
in various minor arrangements and ever-changing tableaux breathlessly followed by Sasnal's handheld 
camera. The rural setting offers an inexhaustible supply of striking images: a water pump silhouetted 
against the light, patterns made by telephone poles (recalling Aleksandr Rodchenko's photographs), the 
drum of a cement mixer, the pond behind the house where the pigs wallow, or the swineherd poking 
around in search of muddy plates marked with scrawled swastikas. One is constantly being surprised 
by the abrupt introduction of music or other noises: Suddenly, these sounds change the rhythm of the 
images, the images within the images, and their surfaces and structures. Someone unfamiliar with this 
region might only vaguely grasp its dreamlike stories and the complex cultural and symbolic 
references. But no one could escape the grotesque force of the individual shots. 

The radical heterogeneity of the sources on which Sasnal draws can be detected both in the film and in 
his paintings. We feel this heterogeneity not only in the sequence of shots, or in the juxtaposition of 
paintings in an exhibition, but also within individual shots or paintings as a moment of extreme 
suspense in which the image seems to self-destruct. A few of the works in the gallery reprise motifs 
from the film, giving them expression in a different pictorial space and therefore revising them in 
memory as well. Untitled (Swiniopas/Swineherd), 2008, oil on canvas, places the cement mixer in the 
foreground and the water pump far in the background on a harshly lit white stage, like two protagonists 
whose shadowy silhouettes are engaging in a soundless dialogue on the diagonal. The illusionistic 
depth of the picture gives way to more schematically drawn passages; action is merely suggested but 
translates the sense of some latent plot that is never quite realized. The format results in a loose unity 
that might break apart at any moment. The wide, bright background of the image is an element both of 
connection and separation. 

The use of rural scenery and props makes Swineherd appear temporally remote while also having an 
estranging effect in the theatrical sense. But here, too, a switch of perspective is in the offing: Sasnal is 
already at work on a new film with a contemporary context. I look forward to seeing what surprises he 
offers this time around. 

Translated from German by Oliver E. Dryfuss. 
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With his third solo show in New York, the wildly popular Polish painter Wilhelm 

Sasnal extricates himself further from the long shadow of Luc Tuymans, the 

Belgian painter who is famous for his seductive surfaces, thorny subtexts and 

painterly purity. Mr. Sasnal's surfaces are noticeably not seductive, his subtexts 

are all but obscure, and his mediums are tacitly impure, even if they mix mostly in 

the mind of the beholder. 

In this instance the cross-fertilization is between painting and film, with an 11-

minute truncation of a 1960s Polish film (shot off a television set) functioning as a 

kind of frame and extended caption for the paintings. (See it first.) 

The Communist-bloc drabness of the film -- based on actual events in which 

industrial methyl alcohol, sold as vodka, caused sickness, blindness and death -- 

helps explain but doesn't really justify the deprived, unfinished look of the 

paintings and their general lack of color. The light and angles in several might be 

called cinematic, especially one involving a hazy nimbus of sun seen through very 

close stalks of wheat. 

Others seem to function as movie posters, while still others depict movie screens 

or an aperture. In the last canvas (moving clockwise) black liquid encroaches on a 

rendering of anonymous apartment blocks, evoking both the film's setting and the 

diffusions of black ink that Mr. Sasnal added to its closing scenes. 

Like the Leipzig painter Neo Rauch, Mr. Sasnal makes the grip of the Communist 

era on the post-Communist imagination his subject. But while Mr. Rauch seems 

energized to the point of manic excess, Mr. Sasnal seems locked in some kind of 

pictorial post-traumatic stress syndrome. Genuine as it may be, it doesn't give the 

viewer enough to work with. ROBERTA SMITH 
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Wilhelm Sasnal is an artist who consistently manifests an unusual sensitivity to the 

reality that surrounds us. His works are exquisite comments to the imagery we face in 

the artistic and political realms. 

 

His paintings seem to ask a key question about the emotions that are elicited by images (in the 

realms of photography, film and painting) in our private and public lives. The artist's subjects 

have included spools of magnetic tape, wall sockets, supermarket and travel office leaflets, the 

covers of well-known record albums, photographs from geographical albums, a vacation 

postcard, and a painting by Jerzy Nowosielski. Sasnal's painting of a computer diskette is 

Poland's "black square on a white field" of the 1990s. 

 

The artist's MAP TRAP is a project conceived especially for the Swietlica Sztuki Raster (Raster 

Art Room) and very much with its singular space in mind. This will not so much be an exhibition 

of paintings as a display of "living images" tucked into the corners of the old apartment interior. 

In spite of this intimate, even half-private form of presentation, the exhibit's meaning is highly 

political. MAP TRAP's protagonists include a school map of Poland and President George W. 

Bush, who Sasnal perceives as a dark character on the world's political stage and to whom he 

devoted a series of satirical drawings during the last year, many of which were published in 

"PRZEKROJ" / "CROSS-SECTION" weekly. The line that both literally and figuratively links 

Sasnal's artistic and political vision is borrowed from a drawing by one of Poland's exceptional 

avant-garde artists, Waclaw Szpakowski (1883-1973). 

 

Wilhelm Sasnal (born 1972) studied architecture at Krakow Technical University in the years 

1992-94 and went on to study painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow in 1994-99. He 

obtained his diploma in the studio of professor Leszek Misiak in 1999. Sasnal was a co-founder 

of the artistic group LADNIE / PRETTILY, and in 1999 took the Grand Prix at the 34. 

OGOLNOPOLSKI KONKURS MALARSTWA "BIELSKA JESIEN" / 34TH "BIELSKO AUTUMN" POLISH 

NATIONAL PAINTING COMPETITION in Bielsko-Biala. During the past year, the artist has 

exhibited at the Kunsthalle in Zurich and the Kunstverein in Münster, and witnessed the 

publication of NIGHT DAY NIGHT, the first book devoted to his work. He is one of the best-

known Polish artists in the world. 

 

Exhibition opening: February 28, 2004. 
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